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l e a d e r ship

Designers have long applied their creative thinking
to solving future-defining challenges, from climate
change to housing inequality. But few could have
predicted the extent to which those efforts would
be needed in grappling with the new reality pre
sented by COVID-19. Since the global stay-at-home
order went into effect, and as this issue goes to
press, we have produced 36 Hello Cindys on Insta
gram Live, 31 DesignTV segments, and dozens of
online articles with and about you and your work.
All of it has laid bare that good design is critical to
survival. The following pages snapshot the tempo
rary hospitals you’ve built, your business and
community efforts, your predictions for design’s
future, the creative outlets that have kept you
positive and productive during this disorienting
time, and the artworks you made specifically for
this issue to transmit hope. You’re not only the
ultimate multitaskers and dot-connectors but also
the human experts in the equation, addressing
occupants’ physical and psychological health and
well-being. You’ve been doing it all along—now you’ll have to do it in the
spotlight, under extreme conditions, with courage, grace, and brilliance.
The world needs you now more than ever.

Patricia Urquiola New shelters

the way forward
Our special section on the design industry’s response to the COVID-19 pandemic
by Annie Block and Jen Renzi
AMMOR Architecture Color Stories No. 3
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what is the

future of
design?

We have to rethink
and change, analyzing
what we design, the
materials we use, and
how they affect the
living conditions of
people and the planet.
—Martín Lejarraga Architecture Office

l e a d e r ship

future

We must be more honest and think in new ways. Not only for profit but
for humanity. When we design buildings, we need to be intelligent, to
use the last generation of the facade and not throw out half the materials.
—Lissoni & Partners

Hariri & Hariri Architecture Disaster relief folding pod prototypes

Hopefully, we’ll become more sensitive to the sourcing of materials and
manufacturing, to ensure the whole chain of production complies with
values that respect the environment and address our real needs.
—India Mahdavi
The definition of richness and beauty is going to shift, taking on more
urgency. Quality, purpose, and longevity will be the focus. —ODADA
Why would it still be so necessary to move around so much for meetings
or lectures? From now on, we will be less wasteful with our time.
—Studio Arthur Casas

Products that bring
together technology and
human need, like Snoo,
a crib that combines
gentle rocking with
soothing white noise
to help babies sleep.
—fuseproject

The strong wish for more community—co-working, co-creating, co-everything—has been tangible for some time. Now even industries that were
not that fond of digital working concepts have discovered it can actually
work. Altogether, this will be a great chance to learn new things and
come out as stronger, better professionals. —Ippolito Fleitz Group
Intuition will become a good tool, but information is the best one. We
have the power to make a difference, to relieve and minimize the pain.
—Esrawe
We’re thinking about epidemic prevention strategies, like for homes,
creating an entry sterilization area, enhancing natural ventilation, and
providing exercise spaces and disposable tissues in elevator halls or
stairwells. —CCD/Cheng Chung Design
People are like, ‘Oh we’re all going to work from home after this,’ but
you can’t deny that we are inherently social beings. What we do is about
interacting with each other. —SkB Architects
Outdoor spaces for every apartment, so people can step out and breathe
fresh air, will be huge going forward. —ODA
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Thinking about the reopening
of restaurants right now is
stressful, but not thinking
about it can be disastrous.
We’ve created design concepts
for attractive screens to
help hospitality clients
and friends navigate this
uncertain period of trans
ition. They’re lightweight,
easy to move, store, and
clean, and tailored to match
existing interiors. —Tihany Design

l e a d e r ship future

This virus is telling us
something. We have to be better.
As designers, it’s hard to see
this clearly, since we think what
we’re doing is something better.
But every time, it’s linked to
consumerism.—Jouin Manku

Some hospitals tried to introduce robots into medicine delivery and daily
examination, to reduce unnecessary contact. But the buildings are designed
for the sight lines of humans, not robots. We need to consider how to face
crises both in design and technological ways. —Wutopia Lab
HVAC will have to change to be localized, so that if someone gets sick, the
whole building doesn’t get sick. We’ll have to create zones. And this will
leave a permanent mark on how we see and select materials. —MKDA
We need qualified, passionate, young people. Everyone will suffer if there’s
a lack of designers and architects. We can’t have a chunk of a generation skip
this profession because of what’s happening to it right now. —AIA NY
We should be ready for drastic changes and to create new patterns. But
with change comes innovation. —Crème/Jun Aizaki Architecture & Design
There’s going to be a seismic shift in residential design. Families in apartments that have the old post-WWII format and basic 5-by-7 bathroom
are going to look at what the Japanese do, with the sink in one area and
the WC in another. —Sanchez+Coleman
If you strip away all the money and it’s down to light bulbs and paint, you
can create amazing things. —Box Interior Design

From now on, we will
focus more on hospitals,
senior homes, and healthy
living formulas. —Matteo Thun Milano
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Rebecca Moses Stay at Home Girl series, Sydney Stinson

Erwan Bouroullec Dancer

Felderman Keatinge + Associates Alone Together

Dedar and Icinori Minutes
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l e a d e r ship
Patrick Jouin Olive Tree

A graffiti resistant finish that preserves
upholstery integrity, luster and softness.
Ink, sharpie, paint, red wine, coffee or
blue jean dye are no match for Forbid.
* Available on select Enduratex™ patterns.

forbidsrt.com | enduratex.com

Sanjit Manku Custom musical instrument
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We’ve been recording and
photographing our kids’ art,
taking pictures of each
image. That’s been inspiring.

l e a d e r ship creative

—Koko Architecture + Design

what have
been your

creative outlets?
Lucien paints and, around dawn, I go driving through the mountains.
—Steven Harris
Our studio has started an online weekly speaker series with creatives from
around the world, like Michael Anastassiades, Rogan Gregory, Mauro Mori,
Valeria Nascimento, and Gianluca Pacchioni. —Nicole Hollis
We made a Spotify channel with themed playlists plus a guidebook feat
uring things like streaming fitness options to resources for parents
balancing work and remote learning. —Workshop/APD
It can be a good time to make small improvements or fix things you can’t
normally get to. I re-covered my books in bright, happy colors, which
brought joy to my space and made feel better. —Ingrid Fetell Lee
Verda Alexander A Mandala

I run when the sun is coming up and the city is quiet. It’s good for my
mental outlook and energy levels. —Kim Yao
Meditating, making matcha, burning incense. Maintaining those daily rituals
in this time enables me to continue being creative. —Stephanie Goto
I painted a mural in my house—I started on a Friday and didn’t stop for
a week. I needed to get energy out. Stress reliever! —Lauren Geremia
When I’m not zooming morning to night, I’ve been getting back in touch
with the pleasures of simple chores as well as picking up new skills, like
grooming my schnauzer Walter (as in Gropius!). —David J. Hacin

Every day,
we handmake
a ceramic
character
that’s also
a candle
holder. We
have about
30 so far.
Eventually,
we’ll have
a whole
calendar’s
worth.
—Kiki & Joost

I find peace and solace, and thus mental space to be creative, in
organizing—my closets are looking pretty fantastic. —Ghislaine Viñas

I’ve been painting watercolors of the Chicago
buildings I see out of my apartment windows.
—Sarah Kuchar
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l e a d e r ship creative
Ayse Birsel Seck Socially distant but emotionally together

Each day since quarantine, I’ve added a mark to
white trace I’ve put up on a wall representing a
thought, an aspect of a project, a furniture detail
in a new collection. The days go on and the marks
continue, fluidly and intuitively.
—Alison Rose
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Clara Lee Eny Lee Parker’s polymer-clay mini-room competition

Patrick Jouin Future: The Present From the Past A conceptual sketch in pencil and watercolor.
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how has your

business
shifted (or not)?
We’ve been telling clients, ‘Let’s focus on what we can affect right now.’
That’s why we call our Italian suppliers each morning and look at our
chains in Europe and China. And we’re constantly asking ourselves: How
can we be helpful? —LSM
When the world falls apart you have to adapt, and the strength of your
studio lies in your ability to react. —Champalimaud
On the one hand, the situation has shone a bright light on the aspects of
work that are lacking when everyone is dispersed. On the other, WFH has
allowed for a new understanding of where a person is coming from. It’s
been woven into perceptions of co-workers and new levels of relationships
are being built. —Rapt Studio

I’m still in my little
office like always, doing
everything with pencil
and tracing paper, making
sketches to pass on to the
team, either as scans or
photographs.—H. Jay Brooks

l e a d e r ship business

We focus on cultural
government institutions and
libraries, which don’t spend their
money until they have it, so that
work isn‘t in jeopardy yet. In
fact, I’ve had more RFPs to do
in the past months than all year.
In brainstorming with staff, we’re
concentrating on placemaking as the
catalyst for health and well-being.

Susana Paz COVID-19 safety signage for Indiesigns

—Margaret Sullivan Studio
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l e a d e r ship business
We’ve quickly shifted directions to minimize impacts on construction by
specifying local products where and when we can. Keeping your community
thriving is a positive way to find opportunity in adversity. —RCH Studios
It’s our obligation to take care of our employees and partners. We took
measures to create a safer, more convenient environment for everyone.
We’re now back in the office. None of our projects have been cancelled.
—X+ Living
When projects are postponed, it gives us an opportunity to re-think,
re-calibrate, and approach our offerings to the industry in different ways.
Our culture has been shaken to its core. We all need to take a moment to
adjust. —IIDA

We called our client for our ongoing Belmont Park Arena project to
see if we could help with anything during the shutdown. That resulted
in us creating custom print and digital marketing materials, a whole
new practice area for our firm.-Goodrich

One thing that has
emerged and may
continue beyond
this time is the
ca
pacity to sketch
collectively on
a single screen.

Teknion Manual for a safe
and productive workplace

The flexibility of working from home appeals to our staff—some like to
work in the evening, others the early morning. This has us thinking about
a new form of our office that’s more of a hub for meetings, materials, and
in-person collaborative work with other, more individual work happening
remotely. —Bonetti/Kozerski Architecture
Having so much cancelled has opened up a lot of white space in my schedule. I’m looking forward to using that time for some longer-term thinking,
not so much about where my business should go, but around issues that
I don’t normally get to focus on. —Liz Ogbu

Considering your total company, what percentage of projects
would you classify in the following categories?
week 1 continuing as planned

60%

on hold
30%

cancelled
10%

54%

35%

10%

54%

36.22%

11.46%

54%

35%

12%

54%

34%

13%

week 2
week 3
week 4
week 5

ThinkLab Research
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Drawing at oppo
site
sides of a table,
as we often did,
one person is
always upsidedown.—LTL Architects

Ventanas™ PANEL style: walnut™ ©2019 modularArts, Inc.
Photography credit: Ray Lopez

SaoPaulo™ TILE ©2010 modularArts, Inc.
Sarah Gallop Design, Vancouver | Photo by Paul Grdina Photography

Hive™ BLOCK ©2012 modularArts, Inc. U.S. Patent 8,375,665

Crush™ PANEL @2011 modularArts, Inc.
Photo by Factioned Photo, @factioned

John Cetra A lot on my mind

l e a d e r ship

Irwin Miller Our Family Dining Table miniature sculpture

architectural
features
in modular,
glass-reinforced
gypsum.

modulararts.com
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what has
been
happening
in the

3-d printing masks
and equipment

donating fabric
for masks and gear

donating materials/
resources

Brooks + Scarpa
Kohn Pedersen Fox
Page Southerland Page
Shimoda Design Group
Situ/
Tighe Architecture
Wilkhahn

Fabricut
Kravet
Pollack
Rosemary Hallgarten
Stylex Seating
Zoffany

Cactus
Century Furniture
Ceramics of Italy
Kohler Co.
Allermuir
Yield Design

community support
through funding
initiatives &
donations, virtual
visits/events, and
classes
Cambi Auction House
Cosentino
Darran Furniture

DesignGivers
Elephant Ears Design
Flavor Paper
Formica
Preciosa Foundation
Samuel & Sons
Samuelson Furniture
Sherwin-Williams
Studio Four NYC
Invisible Collection

fuseproject World Health Organization RFP for global COVID-19 graphics

Since March, we’ve been using
our 3-D printing facility to
make healthcare face shields
through designthatmatters.org,
but we’re shifting our focus to
innovation. The most valuable
aspect in times of change
is having the mindset to
connect with people, refine
the process, and envision new
directions.—Skylab

community?
Our firm is spearheading a company-wide effort to raise money for the nonprofit Heading Home, which finds
permanent housing for families in need and is currently seeking additional funding to provide food and essentials.
—Elkus Manfredi Architects
Once a week we all get on a call we’ve dubbed BANTER (B.A.-nter) to talk about our problems. They don’t have
to be about technology, projects, clients, or construction. What’s come out of it has been a strengthening of our
studio and opportunities for problem-solving ideas to emerge, even from partners and family members. The call
can be very quiet, even somber, but it’s very supportive. —Belzberg Architects
We bought and donated 100 tacos to the FDNY EMT. —Asthetique
As part of the High Performance Building Coalition, we helped mobilize our members to donate protective equipment to medical facilities. Also, we hosted a webinar with an economist who gave a view of what we should
expect for the remainder of the year. That’s available for anyone to listen to on our COVID-19 resource page. —ASID

l e a d e r ship

We participate in many charitable causes as a group, notably DIFFA. Continuing our tradition of community-giving
throughout this crisis and beyond will be crucial to our psychological well-being. —IA Interior Architects

community

Interior Design DIFFA Dining by Design rendering, 2020

We bought chairs
from China late last
year, a basis for
a prototype we’re
designing. After
China got control of
its virus situation,
the makers sent us
100 masks. It was so
beautiful.—Minarc Group
DIFFA_2020_Wall_50_Final.indd 1

2/27/20 5:29 PM
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Thanks to
Material
Bank for
donating all
these fabric
samples to
my mom. And
shoutout to
my mom for
making and
donating so
many masks
to families
in need.
—Brooke Ennis

l e a d e r ship community

SCAD alumni
and students
designed and
produced
masks to help
those on the
frontlines
effected by
COVID-19.
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Producing/Donating/
Designing Masks,
PPE, & Medical Gowns
Allsteel
AMEICO
Andreu World
Ann Gish
Apparatus
Baker Design Co.
CannonDesign
Chilewich
Dauphin Group
David Sutherland
Designtex + West Elm
Eric Brand
Eventscape
Gunlocke
Fabricut
FederlegnoArredo and Salone del Mobile
Milano
Harbinger
HBF
Integra Seating
Loll Designs
Louis Poulsen
Louis Vuitton
Maplewood Quilting Co.
Massimo Iosa Gina–Iosa Ghini Associati
Mitchell Gold + Bob Williams
MKDA
Nagami Design
Natuzzi
Norwalk Furniture
O. Henry House
Partisans
Pindler
Ratana
Rich Brilliant Willing
Room & Board
Standard Textile
House of Scalamandré + STARK + MaskClub
USC School of Architecture
Wearbest/Swavelle
Wilkhahn
Woodard Furniture
Stitchroom

l e a d e r ship
community

Working remotely,
Gensler has achieved
the following:
created

2,006
face shields

1,348
specialty PPE parts

993
hand-sewn face masks
Its north central region
matched employee contributions
to donate a total of $6,050 to
the American Red Cross
and Feeding America

Coordinated 36 makers
in 22 cities to
fabricate PPE for
healthcare workers
Amazing Cities The firm’s south central region created a free twovolume coloring-book series for those with young learners at home.

Color Speaks The firm is working with local artists in the Pacific Northwest to bring murals to boarded-up
restaurants and retail spaces. Shown here is We Stand by Sara Thompson for Belmont in Seattle.
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l e a d e r ship
Saguez & Partners
Life is worth nothing, nothing is
worth life
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